Community Building Team

The Community Building Team focuses on making Tiki better as a community, and coordinates all efforts related to user support, volunteers coordination, welcoming new users, TikiFests, Webinars, etc.
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2018-03-02: Some of the items below should be moved to the Dogfood Team. Community building focuses on people, while dogfood team focuses on optimal configuration of the software.

Release responsibilities

1. Identify new volunteers
2. Monitor support forums and help identify any blockers & regressions.

Ongoing responsibilities

- Make the Evolution of participation smooth
- Help with Accounts, along with Dogfood Team

Webinars

- Webinars (guests and content): Occasionally there are special webinars involving multiple presenters. Coordinating such events by making sure all the elements (presentations, chat room animation, etc) are set and ready on time for the event.
Fighting Spam

- Work with Dogfood Team for better configuration.
- Delete trace of this one: https://www.google.com/search?q=site%3Atiki.org+padme
- We need someone to proactively develops methods and tools for *.tiki.org
  - Something like http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:QuestyCaptcha would help a lot. See also: Spam
  - Stop wasting the time of our volunteers (like Torsten who does manual validation)
  - Avoid Access denied on Community site
  - There is currently an unfriendly mandatory field on tiki-register.php and a delay to get an account
- purge spammer accounts from tiki.org - These are accounts created but the email was not validated. We would need a feature in Tiki for this.
- fighting spam elsewhere
- Manual approval of registration on tiki.org (Torsten)
- Review tracker8&sort_mode=f_88_desc for obvious spammers (people who gave invalid SourceForge usernames)
- Template to check that this is a legitimate registration request
- How to deal with spam
- How to approve registrations on tiki.org

Make sure people can get in touch with the right people

- Maintain WhoWhat

Various

- update invalid image HTML
- Maintain Participate, and other similar pages
- Tiki.org site directory, along with Communications Team
  - Approve site at tiki-directory_validate_sites.php Dogfood feature request: watch and search
  - Check links. Dogfood feature request: Link checker
- Check tiki-referer_stats.php for potential new community members, along with Communications Team

Support

- Support forums
- Answer the general contact us page: on a weekly basis.
  - This contact form should be modified so that it's more like a ticket system
    - Person that contacts us gets a copy of the message
    - Volunteer fills the answer in a box and closes the ticket and the system sends the email out. Thus, the interaction is archived and the message is sent out.
    - Would be nice to have some form replies (ex.: via the toolbar)
    - Thank you for contacting the Tiki community. This is a community of volunteers and we are very proud of providing the FLOSS Web Application with the most built-in features. However, there is too much demand (not enough volunteers to offer one-on-one support. Your message has been identified by a volunteer as being a support question.
Please repost in the forums where other community members can see it and hopefully reply to it. A benefit is that the reply will be useful to help the next person who has that problem. If you need timely support, you should consider hiring a Consultant.

Community Calendar

- Organize events, foster local events and make sure Tiki is present in major events
- Review/add new event submissions that meet the following criteria:
  - A scheduled or planned TikiFest
  - A conference or summit with a Tiki-related presentation or paper
  - A conference or summit with a presentation or paper by a Tiki community member

Projects

- kickstart Local User Groups idea
- Clean out dev.tiki.org of any Community Projects (which should be in the appropriate Team page)

Memberlist

Team Community

- William Bliss
- Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist
- Gary Cunningham-Lee
- gezza
- Olaf-Michael Stefanov
- philippeback
- Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties
- sreerag.pillai
- Torsten Fabricius
- Xavier de Pedro
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